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Introduction

- Intel Cloud computing and Big Data Engineering Team
- Global team, local focus
- Open source @ Spark, Hadoop, OpenStack, Ceph, NoSQL etc.
- Working with community and end customers closely
- Technology and Innovation oriented
  - Real-time, in-memory, complex analytics
  - Structure and unstructured data
  - Agility, Multitenancy, Scalability and elasticity
  - Bridging advanced research and real-world applications
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Big Data Analytics over Cloud

- You or someone at your company is using AWS, Azure, or Google cloud platform
- You’re probably doing it for easy access to OS instances, but also the modern application features, e.g. AWS’ EMR or RDS or Storage
- Migrating to, or even using, OpenStack infrastructure for workloads means having application features, e.g. Sahara & Trove
- Writing applications is complex enough without having to manage supporting (non-value-add) infrastructure
- Things are also happening on the cloud computing side
Big Data Analytics over Cloud: OpenStack Sahara

- Repeatable cluster provisioning and management operations
- Data processing workflows (EDP)
- Cluster scaling (elasticity), Storage integration (Swift, Cinder, HCFS)
- Network and security group (firewall) integration
- Service anti-affinity (fault domains & efficiency)
Big data analytics on Object Storage

- Object storage provides restful/http access which is a good choice for archival storage
- It’s just like a K-V storage and be able to build on commodity hardware
- Currently Hadoop solution usually relies on HDFS
- Hadoop over Swift (SwiftFS) provides an much easier way
  - Which saves much efforts on the copying between HDFS and local storage
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## Deployment Consideration Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Processing API</th>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>EDP (Sahara native)</th>
<th>3rd party APIs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distro/Plugin</td>
<td>Vanilla</td>
<td>Spark</td>
<td>Storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compute</td>
<td>VM</td>
<td>Container</td>
<td>Bare-metal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>Tenant vs. Admin</td>
<td>Disaggregated vs. Collocated</td>
<td>HDFS vs. other options provisioned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Storage Architecture

- Tenant provisioned (in VM)
  - HDFS in the same VMs of computing tasks vs. in the different VMs
  - Ephemeral disk vs. Cinder volume

- Admin provided
  - Logically disaggregated from computing tasks
  - Physical collocation is a matter of deployment
  - For network remote storage, Neutron DVR is very useful feature

- A disaggregated (and centralized) storage system has significant values
  - No data silos, more business opportunities
  - Could leverage Manila service
  - Allow to create advanced solutions (e.g. in-memory overlayer)
  - More vendor specific optimization opportunities

Scenario #1: computing and data service collocate in the VMs
Scenario #2: data service locates in the host world
Scenario #3: data service locates in a separate VM world
Scenario #4: data service locates in the remote network
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Big data analytics on Ceph Object Storage

- Ceph provides a unified storage solution, which saves more man power to maintain another different setup for storage.
- We plan to build a reference solution on Hadoop over multiple Ceph* RGW with SSD cache, similar with Hadoop over Swift.
- In this solution there’s a requirement that all the storage servers are in a isolated network with the Hadoop cluster. The RGW instances will play as the connectors of these two networks.
- We'll leverage Ceph* Cache Tier technology to cache the data in each RGW servers.
- The reason for not using CephFS:
  - CephFS is not so mature comparing with RGW
  - Existing deployment in DC may require a isolated network between storage and compute nodes
Ceph* RGW with SSD cache

1. Scheduler ask RGW service where a particular block locates (control path)
   - RGW-Proxy returns the closest active RGW instance(s)
2. Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data
3. Task access data from nearby (data path)
4. RGW get/put data from the CT, and CT would get/put data from BT if necessary (data path)
RGWFS – a new adaptor for HCFS

- New filesystem URL rgw://
  1. Forked from Hadoop-8545(SwiftFS)
  2. Hadoop is able to talk to a RGW cluster with this plugin
  3. A new ‘block concept’ was added since Swift doesn’t support blocks

- Thus scheduler could use multiple tasks to access the same file
- Based on the location, RGWFS is able to read from the closest RGW through range GET API
RGW-Proxy – Give out the closest RGW instance

1. Before get/put, RGWFS would try to get the location of each block from RGW-Proxy
   1. One topology file of the cluster is generated
   2. RGW-Proxy would get the manifest from the head object first (librados + getxattr)
   3. Then based on the crushmap RGW-proxy can get the location of each object block (ceph osd map)
   4. RGW-proxy could get the closest RGW the data osd info and the topology file (simple lookup in the topology file)
RGW – Serve the data requests

1. Setting up RGW on a Cache Tier thus we could use SSD as the cache.
   1. With some dedicated chunk size: e.g., 64MB considering the data are quite big usually
   2. `rgw_max_chunk_size`, `rgw_obj_strip_size`
2. Based on the account/container/object name, RGW could get/put the content.
   1. Using Range Read to get each chunk
3. We’ll use write-through mode here as a start point to bypass the data consistency issue.
Sample Get(mapper)

- Scheduler asks RGW-Proxy for the location of a big data file
- RGW-Proxy looks for this file in a specified container (configured by operator) with a HEAD request to RGW
  - RGW then returns the RADOS objects info in the manifest
- RGW-Proxy looks for these objects in RADOS using Crush
  - Get the target OSD in CT for each object. And with the OSD info, we know which RGW instance is the closest.
  - RGW-Proxy would also monitors these RGW instances and do the failover by returning the active RGW instances
- Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data (RGW instance)
- RGWFS would issue a range read to get the block
- Ceph* CT would automatically handle the consistency here.
Sample Put(reducer)

- Scheduler asks RGW-Proxy for the location of a big data file.
- RGW-Proxy monitors the RGW instances and returns an active RGW instances list, with the closest RGW instance at the first place and several other RGW instances, e.g., [ip1:/a/c/o(same rack), ip2:/a/c/o, ip3:/a/c/o].
- Reducer writes the output to RGW.
- RGW would split the object into multiple RADOS objects.
- Ceph* CT would automatically handle the consistency here.
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Performance testing results

- RGWFS is Better than SwiftFS but worse than HDFS
  - Big gap with HDFS
  - Profiling data shows the biggest overhead comes from ‘rename’
    - Object stores use ‘copy’ + ‘delete’, which is quite heavy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>RGWFS</th>
<th>SWIFTFS</th>
<th>HDFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>134s</td>
<td>269s</td>
<td>81s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8GB</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>248s</td>
<td>369s</td>
<td>142s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16GB</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>403s</td>
<td>1449s</td>
<td>215s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32GB</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>820s</td>
<td>Not Test</td>
<td>393s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64GB</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>1876s</td>
<td>Not Test</td>
<td>737s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rename in Reduce Task

- The output of the reduce function is written to a temporary location in HDFS. After completing, the output will automatically renamed from its temporary location to its final location.

- Object storage cannot support rename, “copy and delete” are used for rename function. 
  HDFS Rename -> Change METADATA in Name Node
  Swift Rename -> Copy new object and Delete the older one
  RGW Rename -> Copy new header file and Delete the old header file
Summary

- Big data analytics running on cloud will ease your work
  - However each deployment has Pros and Cons

- Performance penalty is big, optimization needed
  - Comparing with local HDFS setup, performance is 50% worse. The biggest gap is on the ‘rename’ part.

- Intel is optimizing CEPH for Big data world
Next Step

- Finish the development (80% done) and complete the performance testing work
- Open source code repo (TBD)
  - [https://github.com/intel-bigdata/MOC](https://github.com/intel-bigdata/MOC)
- Optimize the ‘rename’ part
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MOC Project

- Scheduler asks HDFS service where a particular block locates (control path).
- Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data.
- Task accesses data from local (data path).
- In case of write, HDFS replicates the data autonomously (data path).
1. Scheduler ask Swift service where a particular block locates (control path)
   - Thru regular read API
   - The Swift Proxy service needs to be specially configured so that it will handle the read API in an unusual way
     - return a list of locations instead of data.

2. Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data

3. Task access data from nearby (data path)

4. In case of write, Proxy will take the responsibility to write all the replicas (data path)
1. Scheduler ask RGW service where a particular block locates (control path)
   - If the data already existed in one of the gateway, RGW-API returns the location
   - If the data not existed, RGW-API returns a random gateway
2. Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data
3. Task access data from nearby (data path)
4. RGW-Data relays the request to the backend if necessary (data path)

Change to the existing RGW is required! The rest remains unchanged.
1. Scheduler ask RGW service where a particular block locates (control path)
   - If the data already existed in one of the gateway, RGW-API returns the location
   - If the data not existed, RGW-API returns a random gateway
2. Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data
3. Task access data from nearby (data path)
4. RGW-Data relays the request to the backend if necessary (data path)
1. Scheduler asks RGW service where a particular block locates (control path)
   - If the data already existed in one of the gateways, RGW-API returns the location
   - If the data not existed, RGW-API returns a random gateway

2. Scheduler allocates a task on the server that is near to the data

3. Task accesses data from nearby (data path)

4. RGW-Data relays the request to the backend if necessary (data path)
Existing RGW

- Existing RGW implementation works in a different way and can't meet the requirement
Sample Write(reducer) multiple uploads?

- Scheduler asks RGW-Proxy for the location of a big data file
- RGW-Proxy returns the closest RGW instance
- Reducer writes the output to RGW
- RGW would split the object into multiple RADOS objects
- Ceph* CT would automatically handle the consistency here.
Testing Environment

- Host OS: CentOS7
- Guest OS: CentOS7
- Hadoop 2.6.0
- 4-Nodes Cluster
- Baremetal
- OpenStack using KVM
  - qemu-kvm v1.5
- OpenStack using Docker
  - Docker v1.6